
ON A FOURTH ORDER PDE IN CONFORMAL GEOMETRYSun-Yung A. ChangDediated to Professor A. P. Calder�onx0. IntrodutionIn this paper, we will survey some of the reent study of a fourth order partialdi�erential operator - namely the Paneitz operator. The study of this operatorarises naturally from the onsideration of problems in onformal geometry. Howeverthe natural partial di�erential equations assoiated with the operator, whih whenrestrited to domains in Rn beomes the bi-Laplaian operator, also are interestingin themselves. The ontent of this paper is an expanded version of a talk theauthor gave in the onferene to honor Professor A.P. Calder�on on the oasion ofhis seventieth birthday.On a Riemannian manifold (Mn; g) of dimension n, a most well-studied di�er-ential operator is the Laplae Beltrami operator � = �g whih in loal oordinateis de�ned as � = 1pjgjX ��xi �pjgjgij ��xi�where g = (gij), gij = (gij)�1, jgj = det(gij). On the same manifold, if we hangethe metri g to a new metri h, we say h is onformal to g if there exists somepositive funtion � suh that h = �g. Denote � = e2!, then g! = e2wg is a metrionformal to g. When the dimension of the manifold Mn is two, �gw is related to�g by the simple formula:(0.1) �gw (') = e�2!�g(') for all ' 2 C1(M2) :When dimension of Mn is greater than two, an operator whih enjoys propertysimilar to (0:1) is the onformal Laplaian operator L � �n� + R where n =4(n�1)n�2 and R is the salar urvature of the metri. We have(0.2) Lgw(') = e�n+22 !Lg �en�22 !'�for all ' 2 C1(M).Researh supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9401465. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



In general, we all a metrially de�ned operator A onformally ovariant of bide-gree (a; b), if under the onformal hange of metri g! = e2!g, the pair of orre-sponding operators A! and A are related by(0.3) A!(') = e�b!A(ea!') for all ' 2 C1(Mn) :It turns out that there are many operators besides the Laplaian � on ompatsurfaes and the onformal Laplaian L on general ompat manifold of dimensiongreater than two whih have the onformal ovariant property. A partiularly in-teresting one is a fourth order operator on 4-manifolds disovered by Paneitz [Pa℄in 1983:(0.4) P' � �2'+ Æ�23RI � 2Ri� d'where Æ denotes the divergene, d the deRham di�erential and Ri the Rii tensor ofthe metri. The Paneitz operator P (whih we will later denote by P4) is onformalovariant of bidegree (0; 4) on 4-manifolds, i.e.(0.5) Pg! (') = e�4!Pg(') for all ' 2 C1(M4) :For manifold of general dimension n, when n is even, the existene of a n-thorder operator Pn onformal ovariant of bidegree (0; n) was veri�ed in [GJMS℄.However it is only expliitly known on the standard Eulidean spae Rn and heneon the standard sphere Sn. The expliit formula for Pn on standard sphere Sn hasappeared in Branson [Br-1℄ and independently in Bekner [B℄ and will be disussedin setion 2 below.This paper is organized as follows. In setion one, we will list some propertiesof the Laplaian operator and ompared it, from the point of view of onformalgeometry, to some analogous properties of the Paneitz operator P4. In setion 2,we will disuss some natural PDE assoiated with the Paneitz operators Pn onSn. We will disuss extremal properties of the variational funtional assoiatedwith the PDE. We will also disuss some uniqueness property of the solutions ofthe PDE. The main point here is that although Pn is an n-th order ellipti oper-ator (whih in the ase when n is odd, is a pseudo-di�erential operator), movingplane method of Alexandrov [Al℄ and Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg [GNN℄ an still be ap-plied iteratively to establish the spherial symmetry of the solutions of the PDE.In setion 3, we disuss some general existene and uniqueness results of the or-responding funtional for the Paneitz operator P4 on general ompat 4-manifolds.In setion 4, we will disuss another natural geometri funtional-namely the zetafuntional determinant for the onformal Laplaian operator- where Paneitz opera-tor plays an important role. We will survey some existene and regularity results ofthe extremal metris of the zeta funtional determinant, and indiate some reentgeometri appliations by M. Gursky of the extremal metris to haraterize someompat 4-manifolds. Finally in setion 5, we will disuss some existene result for2



P3 operator, whih is onformally ovariant of bidegree (0; 3), operating on fun-tions de�ned on the boundary of ompat 4-manifolds. The existene of P3 wouldallow us to study boundary value problems assoiated with the P4 operator. Ourpoint of view here is that, the relation of P3 to P4 is parallel to the relation of theNeumann operator to the Laplaian operator. Thus, for examples, for domains inR4 , P3 is a higher-dimensional analogue with respet to the bi-harmoni funtionsto that of the Dirihlet-Neumann operator with respet to the harmoni funtions.Some understanding of the P3 operator also leads to the study of zeta funtionaldeterminant on 4-manifolds with boundary.In this paper we are dealing with an area of researh whih an be approahedfrommany di�erent diretions. Thus many important researh work should be ited.But due to the limited spae and the very limited knowledge of the author, we willsurvey here mainly some reent work of the author with olleagues: T. Branson,M. Gursky, J. Qing, L. Wang and P. Yang; we will mainly only ite researh paperswhih has strongly inuened our work.x1. Properties of the Paneitz operatorOn a ompat Riemannian manifold (Mn; g) without boundary, when the dimen-sion of the manifold n = 2, we denote P2 � �� = ��g, the Laplaian operator.When the dimension n = 4, we denote P = P4 the Paneitz operator as de�ned on(0:4). Thus both operators satisfy onformal ovariant property (Pn)! = e�n!Pn,where (Pn)! denote the operator with respet to (Mn; g!), g! = e2!g. Otheronsiderations in onformal geometry and partial di�erential equation also identi-�es P4 as a natural analogue of ��. Here we will list several suh properties foromparison.(i) On a ompat surfae, a natural urvature invariant assoiated with theLaplae operator is the Gaussian urvature K. Under the onformal hange ofmetri g! = e2!g, we have(1:1)a �! +K!e2! = K on M2where K! denotes the Gaussian urvature of (M2; g!). While on 4-manifold, wehave(1:1)b �P4! + 2Qwe4! = 2Q on M4where Q is the urvature invariant(1.2) 12Q = ��R+ R2 � 3jRij2(ii) The analogy between K and Q beomes more apparent if one onsiders theGauss-Bonnet formulae:(1:3)a 2��(M) = Z Kdv on M =M23



(1:3)b 4�2�(M) = Z �Q+ jCj28 � dv on M = M4where �(M) denotes the Euler-harateristi of the manifold M , and jCj2= normsquared of the Weyl tensor. Sine jCj2dv is a pointwise invariant under onformalhange of metri, R Qdv is the term whih measures the onformal hange in formula(1; 3)b.(iii) When n � 3, another natural analogue of �� on M2 is the onformalLaplaian operator L as de�ned on (0:2). In this ase, if we denote the onformalhange of metri as gu = u 4n�2 g for some positive funtion u, then we may rewritethe onformal ovariant property (0:2) for L as(1:4)a Lu(') = u� n+2n�2L(u') on Mn; n � 3for all ' 2 C1(Mn).A di�erential equation whih is assoiated with the operator L is the Yamabeequation:(1:5)a Lu = Ruun+2n�2 on Mn; n � 3 :Equation (1:5)a has been intensively studied in the reent deade. For example thefamous Yamabe problem in di�erential geometry is the study of the equation (1:5)afor solutions Ru � onstant; the problem has been ompletely solved by Yamabe[Y℄, Trudinger [T-1℄, Aubin [Au℄ and Shoen [S-2℄.(iv) It turns out there is also a natural fourth order Paneitz operator Pn4 in alldimension n � 5, whih enjoys the onformal ovariane property with respet toonformal hanges in metris also. The relation of this operator to the Paneitzoperator in dimension four is ompletely analogous to the relation of the onformalLaplaian to the Laplaian in dimension two. On (Mn; g) when n � 4, de�nePn4 = (��)2 � Æ(anR+ bnRi;j)d+ n� 42 Qn4 ;where Qn4 = nj�j2 + dnR2 � 12(n� 1)�R;and an = (n�2)2+42(n�1)(n�2) , bn = � 4n�2 , n = � 2(n�2)2 ; dn = n3�4n2+16n�168(n�1)2(n�2)2 aredimensional onstants. Thus P 44 = P4; Q44 = Q. Then (Branson [Br-1℄), we havefor gu = u 4n�4 g, n � 5(1:4)b (Pn4 )u (') = u�n+4n�4 (Pn4 ) (u')for all ' 2 C1(Mn). We also have the analogue for the Yamabe equation:(1:5)b Pn4 u = Qn4un+4n�4 on Mn; n � 5 :4



We would like to remark on Rn with Eulidean metri, Pn4 = (��)2 the bi-Laplaianoperator. Equation (1:5)b takes the form (��)2u = nun+4n�4 , an equation whih hasbeen studied in literature e.g. [PuS℄.x2. Uniqueness result on SnIn this setion we will onsider the behavior of the Paneitz operator on thestandard spheres (Sn; g). First we reall the situation when n = 2. On (S2; g),when one makes a onformal hange of metri g! = e2!g, the Gaussian urvatureK! = K(g!) satis�es the di�erential equation(2.1) �! +K!e2! = 1on S2, where � denotes the Laplaian operator with respet to the metri g on S2.When Kw � 1 on (2.1), the Cartan-Hadamard theorem asserts that e2wg isisometri to the standard metri g by a di�eomorphism '; and the onformality re-quirements says ' is a onformal transformation of S2. In partiular, w = 12 log jJ'j,where J' denotes the Jaobian of the transformation '.In [ChL℄, Chen and Li studied the orresponding equation of (2.1) on R2 withKw � 1, and they proved, using the method of moving plane, the stronger resultthat when u is a smooth funtion de�ned on R2 satisfying(2.2) ��u = e2u on R2with RR2 e2udx < 1, then u(x) is symmetri with respet to some point x0 2 R2and there exists some � > 0, so that u(x) = log 2��2+jx�x0j2 on R2 . There is analternative argument by Chanillo-Kiessling ([ChK℄) for this uniqueness result usingthe isoperimetri inequality.As we have mentioned in the previous setion, when n � 3, a natural generaliza-tion of the Gaussian urvature equation (2:1) above is the Yamabe equation underonformal hange of metri. On (Sn; g), denote gu = u 4n�2 g the onformal hangeof metri of g, where u is a positive funtion, then the salar urvature Ru = R(gu)of the metri is determined by the following di�erential equation(2.3) n�u+ Ruun+2n�2 = Ruwhere n = 4(n�1)n�2 , R = n(n � 1). When Ru = R, a uniqueness result establishedby Obata [Ob℄ again states that this happens if the metri gu is isometri to g orequivalently u = jJ'jn�22n for some onformal transformation ' of Sn. In [CGS℄Ca�arelli-Gidas-Spruk studied the orresponding equation of (2:3) on Rn :(2.4) ��u = n(n� 2)un+2n�2 ; u > 0 on Rn :They lassi�ed all solutions of (2.4), via the method of moving plane, as u(x) =2��2+jx�x0j2 2n�2 for some x0 2 Rn , � > 0. 5



For all n, on (Sn; g), there also exists a n-th order (pseudo) di�erential operatorPn whih is the pull bak via sterographi projetion of the operator (��)n=2 fromRn with Eulidean metri to (Sn; g). Pn is onformal ovariant of bi-degree (0, n),i.e. (Pn)w = e�nwPn. The expliit formulas for Pn on Sn has been omputed inBranson [Br-1℄ and Bekner [B℄:(2.5) 8<: For n even Pn =Qn�22k=0 (��+ k(n� k � 1));For n odd Pn = ���+ �n�12 �2�1=2 Qn�32k=0 (��+ k(n� k � 1)):On general ompat manifolds in the ases when the dimension of the manifold istwo or four, there exist natural urvature invariants ~Qn of order n whih, underonformal hange of metri gw = e2wg, is related to Pnw through the followingdi�erential equation:(2.6) �Pnw + ( ~Qn)wenw = ~Qn on M :In the ase when n = 2, P2 is the negative of the Laplaian operator, ~Q2 = K,the Gaussian urvature. When n = 4, P4 is the Paneitz operator, ~Q4 = 2Q4as de�ned in (1.2). In the speial ase of (S2; g), P2 = P2, similarly on (S4; g),P4 = P4. In setion 5 below, we will also disuss the existene of P1, P3 operatorsand orresponding urvature invariants Q1 and Q3 de�ned on boundaries of generalompat manifolds of dimension 2 and 4 respetively.On (Sn; g), when the metri gw is isometri to the standard metri, then ( ~Qn)w =~Qn = (n� 1)! . In this ase, equation (2.6) beomes(2.7) �Pnw + (n� 1)!enw = (n� 1)! on SnOne an establish the following uniqueness result for solutions of equation (1.7).Theorem 2.1. [CY-4℄ On (Sn; g), all smooth solutions of the equation (2.7) areof the form e2wg = '�(g) for some onformal transformation ' of Sn; i.e. w =1n log jJ'j for the transformation '.We now re-formulate the equation (2.7) on Rn . For eah point � 2 Sn, denote xits orresponding point under the sterographi projetion � from Sn to Rn , sendingthe north pole on Sn to 1; i.e. Suppose � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �n+1) is a point 2 Sn �Rn+1 , x = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn , then �i = 2xi1+jxj2 for 1 � i � n; �n+1 = 1�jxj21+jxj2 .Suppose w is a smooth funtion on Sn, denote '(x) = log 21+jxj2 = log jJ��1 j,u(x) = '(x) + w(�). Sine the Paneitz operator Pn is the pull bak under � of theoperator (��)n=2 on Rn ([.f. Br-2, Theorem 3.3℄), w satis�es the equation (1.6)on Sn if and only if u satis�es the orresponding equation(2.8) (��)n=2u = (n� 1)!enu on Rn :Thus Theorem 2.1 above is equivalent to the following result:6



Theorem 2.2. On Rn , suppose u is a smooth funtion satisfying the equation(2.8). Suppose in addition thatu(x) = log 21 + jxj2 + w(�(x))for some smooth funtion w de�ned on Sn, then u(x) is symmetri w.r.t. somepoint x0 2 Rn , and these exists some � > 0 so that(2.9) u(x) = log 2��2 + jx� x0j2 for all x 2 Rn :We remark that, in the ase when w is a minimal solution of the funtional withEuler-Lagrange equation (1.7), the result in Theorem 2.2 is a onsequene of somesharp Sobolev type inequalities of Milin-Lebedev when n = 1, Moser [Mo-1℄ andOnofri [On℄ when n = 2 and Bekner [B℄ for general n. Sharp inequalities of thistype played an important role in a number of geometri PDE problems, see forexample the artile by Bekner [B℄ and leture notes by the author [C-1℄.We would like also to mention that during the ourse of preparation of the paper,above theorem was independently proved by C.S. Lin [L℄ and X. Xu [X℄ when n = 4for funtions satisfying equation (2.8) under some less restritive growth onditionsat in�nity. In general, it remains open whether there exists some natural geometrionditions under whih funtions satisfying equation (2.8) are neessarily of theform (2.9).We now desribe briey the method of moving plane. First we reall a funda-mental result of Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg.Theorem 2.3. [GNN℄ Suppose u is a positive C2 funtion satisfying(2.10) � ��u = f(u) on Bu = 0 on �Bin the unit ball B in Rn and f is a Lipshitz funtion. Then u(x) = u(jxj) is aradial symmetri dereasing funtion in r = jxj for all x 2 B.To set up the proof in [GNN℄ of above theorem we introdue the following no-tations. For eah point x 2 Rn , denote x = (x1; x0) where x1 2 R, x0 2 Rn�1 . Foreah real number �, denote�� = fx = (x1; x0) j x1 < �g ;T� = fx = (x1; x0) j x1 = �g ;x� = (2�� x1; x0) the reetion point of x w:r:t: T� :De�ne w�(x) = u(x)� u(x�) � u(x)� u�(x) :Suppose u satis�es equation (2.10), the idea of moving plane is to prove that w�(x) �0 on �� for all 0 � � � 1 and atually w�=0 � 0. This is ahieved by an appliation7



of the maximum priniple and Hopf's boundary lemma to the funtion u. Thusu(x1; x0) = u(�x1; x0) for x 2 B. Sine one an repeat this argument for any hyper-plane passing through the origin of the ball B, one establishes that u is radiallysymmetri w.r.t. to the origin.If one attempts to generalize above argument to higher order ellipti equationsuh as (��)2u = f(u) with suitable boundary onditions, one quikly realizes that,due to a lak of maximum priniple for higher order ellipti equation, suh resultin general annot be expeted to hold. Nevertheless, it turns out that for a speiallass of Lipshitz funtions f ; namely for funtions f satisfying f(0) � 0 with fmonotonially inreasing, e.g. f(u) = eu, one an modify the argument in [GNN℄.The key observation is that for eah f , if (��)2u = f(u) then(2.11) (��)2w�(x) = f(u)� f(u�) = (x)w�(x)where (x) is some positive funtion whose value at x lies between f(u(x)) andf(u�(x)). From (2.11) one then onludes that w�(x) � 0 on �� if and only if(��)2w� � 0 onP�. Sine w�(x) = (��)w�(x) = 0 for x 2 T�, w�(x) � 0 onP�also happens if and if (��)w�(x) � 0 on ��. This suggests that one should applythe maximum priniple and Hopf's lemma to the funtion (��)w� to generalizeresult in [GNN℄ to higher order ellipti operators like (��)2.In [CY-4℄, Theorem 2.2 was proved by applying above argument to the funtion(��)m�1w�(x) where m = [n+12 ℄. In the ase when n is even (n = 2m), one anthen apply diretly some tehnial lemmas about "harmoni asymptoti" behaviorof w at in�nity in [CGS℄ to the method of moving planes to �nish the proof ofTheorem 2.2. In the ase when n is odd (n = 2m� 1), a form of Hopf's lemma forthe pseudo-di�erential operators (��)1=2 was established, and the tehnial lemmasin [CGS℄ was modi�ed to a version adapted to the operator (��)1=2, one an thenapply the method of moving planes to �nish the proof of Theorem 2.2.x3. Existene and regularity result on general 4-manifoldOn (M2; g) with Gaussian urvature K = Kg, onsider the funtional(3.1) J [w℄ = Z jrwj2dv + 2 Z Kwdv � (Z Kdv) log�Z e2wdvwhere the gradient, the volume form are taken with respet to the metri g, and�R 'dv = R 'dv=volume for all '.The Euler-Lagrange equation for J is:(3.2) �! + e2! = K on M2where  is a onstant. Notie that (3.2) is a speial ase of equation (1:1)a withK! � . For the speial manifold (S2; g), K � 1, (3.2) is a speial ase of equation(2.1). 8



In the speial ase of (S2; g), the funtional J [!℄ has been extensively studied in[Mo-2℄, [On℄, [CY-1℄, [CY-2℄, [ChD℄, [H℄, [ChL℄ in onnetion with the \Nirenbergproblem"; that is, the problem to haraterize the set of funtions K! de�ned onS2 whih are the Gaussian urvature funtion of a metri g! = e2!g onformal tog. For a general ompat surfae (M2; g), there is an intrinsi analyti meaning forthe funtional J [!℄. Namely it is the logarithmi quotient of determinant of theLaplaian operator with respet to g! and g respetively. This is generally knownas the Ray-Singer-Polyakov formula [RS℄, [Po℄ whih we shall briey desribe insetion 4.A key analyti fat whih has been used in the study of the funtional J [!℄ isa sharp Sobolev inequality established by Trudinger [T-2℄, Moser [Mo-1℄: Given abounded smooth domain 
 in R2 , denote by W 1;20 (
) the losure of the Sobolevspae of funtions with �rst derivative in L2 and with ompat support ontained in
, then W 1;20 (
) � expL2, and there exists a best onstant �(1; 2) = 4� suh thatfor all u 2W 1;20 (
) with R jruj2dx � 1, there exists some onstant  (independentof u) so that R
 e�juj2dx � j
j for all � � �(1; 2). Moser's inequality has beengeneralized to the ases of funtions satisfying Neumann boundary ondition, andto domains with orners in [CY-2℄, to general domains in Rn by Adams [A℄ and togeneral ompat manifolds [F℄.We now state some results whih generalize the study of the funtional J [!℄ to4-manifolds. On a ompat 4-manifold (M4; g), denote by kp = R Qdv, and de�ne(3.3) II[!℄ = Z (P4!)! + 4 Z Qwdv � (Z Qdv) log(�Z e4!dv)Theorem 3.1. ([CY-3℄) Suppose kp < 8�2, and suppose P4 is a positive operatorwith ker P = fonstantsg; then inf IIw2W 2;2[w℄ is attained. Denote the in�mum bywp, then the metri gp = e2wpg satis�es Qp � onstant = kp= R dv.Remarks. (1) In general, the positivity of P4 is a neessary ondition for thefuntional II to be bounded from below. But some reent work of M. Gursky[Gu-3℄ indiates that under the additional assumption that kp > 0 and that g isof positive salar lass, (i.e. under some onformal hange of metri, g admits ametri of positive salar urvature; or equivalently the onformal Laplaian operatorL = Lg admits only positive eigenvalues) P4 is always positive. Furthermore, underthe same assumption, kp < 8�2 is always satis�ed unless (M4; g) is onformallyequivalent to (S4; g); in the latter ase then kp = 8�2 and the extremal metri forII[w℄ has been studied in [BCY℄.(2) Notie that the extremal funtion wp in W 2;2 for II satis�es the equation(3.4) �P4wp + 2Qpe4!p = 2Qwith Qp � onstant. Thus standard ellipti theory an be applied to establish thesmoothness of wp. This is in ontrast with the smoothness property of the extremalfuntion wd of the log-determinant funtional F [w℄, in whih II[w℄ is one of theterm. We will disuss regularity property of wd in setion 4.9



(3) A key analyti fat used in establishing Theorem 3.1 above is the generalizedMoser inequality established by Adams [A℄, whih in the speial ase of domains 
in R4 states that W 2;20 (
) ,! expL2 with �(2; 4) = 32�2.We now briey mention some partial results in another diretion whih alsoindiate P4 is a natural analogue of �� on 4-manifolds.On two general ompat Riemannian manifolds (Mn; g) and (Nk; h), onsiderthe energy funtional(3.5) E[w℄ = � Z (�!)!dv = Z jr!j2dv :De�ned for all system of funtions ! 2W 1;2 : (Mn; g)! (Nk; h). Critial points ofE[w℄ are de�ned as harmoni maps. Regularity of harmoni maps has been and stillis a subjet under intensive study in geometri analysis. (see e.g. the artiles [S-1℄,[Si℄). We will here mention some results on ompat surfaes whih are relevant tothe statement of Theorem 3.2 below. In the ase when the dimension of Mn is 2, alassial result of Morrey [M℄ states that all minimal solutions of E[!℄ are smooth.Morrey's result has been extended to all solutions of E[!℄ by the reent beautifulwork of Helein [He-1℄ [He-2℄. In the ase when n � 3, harmoni maps in generalare not smooth. The Hausdro� dimension of the singularity sets of the stationarysolutions of E[!℄ has also been studied for example in [SU℄, [E℄, [Be℄.In some reent joint work [CWY℄ with L. Wang and P. Yang, we studied thefuntional(3.6) E4[!℄ = Z (P4!)!dv :whih is a natural analogue of the funtional E[!℄.A preliminary result we have obtained so far is:Theorem 3.2. (i) For general target manifold (Nk; h), weak solutions of the Eulerequations of E4[!℄ whih minimizes E4[!℄ are smooth.(ii) When the target manifold is (Sk; g), then all ritial points of E4[!℄ aresmooth.In the ase when the target manifold is (Sk; g), Euler equation for the funtionalE4 takes the following form :(3.7) ��w� = �w�(X� (�w�)2+2(r2 w�)2+4rw� �r(�w�))+lower order termswhere w = (w1; � � �wk) for all 1 � � � k.A key step in the proof of (ii) in Theorem 3.2 above is to establish that thefuntion f� whih denotes the funtion in the right hand side of equation (3.7) is infat a funtion in the Hardy spae H1. Thus duality result of H1�BMO ([FeS℄) maybe applied to establish the ontinuity of the weak solution !�. This is ompletelyparallel to the proof by Helein [He-1℄ in establishing the smoothness of harmoni10



maps for ompat surfaes. But the reason for the funtion f� to be in H1 is notquite the same as the ase in [He-1℄; in partiular ompensated ompatness resultsof [CLMS℄ an not be applied diretly to establish that f� be in H1.In view of result of Helein [He-2℄, it is most plausible that for all general targetmanifold (Nk; h), all ritial solutions of E4 are smooth. We have also been informedthat reently R. Hardt and L. Mou have some regularity results for ritial pointsof E4 on general manifold Mn of dimension n � 5.x4. Zeta funtional determinantThere is an interesting onnetion of the funtional J [!℄ in (3.1) to a geometrivariation problem. On ompat surfae (M2; g), let f0 < �1 � �2 � � � � g be thespetrum of the (negative of) Laplaian -�g. Let �(s) =P��si de�ned for Res > 12 ,then � has a meromorphi ontinuation to the whole plane and is regular at theorigin using the heat kernel expansion of �g. �� 0(0) is well-de�ned, and one mayde�ne log det�g to be �� 0(0) (as in Ray-Singer [RS℄). In [Po℄, Polyakov furtheromputed the logarithm of the ratio of determinant of two onformally relatedmetris gw = e2wg on a ompat surfae without boundary.(4.1) F [w℄ = log det�wdet� = 13 ZM (jrwj2 + 2Kw)dvgunder the normalization that vol(gw) = vol(g). Notie that F [w℄ is essentially thesame as the funtional J [w℄ in (3.1). In a series of papers, Osgood-Phillips-Sarnak([OPS-1℄, [OPS-2℄) have further studied the funtional F [w℄, and they have shownamong other things that F [w℄ enjoys a ertain ompatness property on aountof the Moser-Trudinger inequality, and proved that in eah onformal lass, thefuntional F [w℄ attains its extrema at the onstant urvature metris.When the dimension of a losed manifold is odd, it was shown in Branson [Br-2℄that log detLg is a onformal invariant. Thus the next natural dimension to studythe generalized Polyakov formula (4.1) is four.Suppose (M; g) is a ompat, losed 4-manifold, and suppose A is a onformallyovariant operator satisfying (0.3) with b� a = 2. In [BO℄ Branson-Orsted gave anexpliit omputation of the normalized form of log det Awdet A whih may be expressedas:(4.2) F [w℄ = 1I[w℄ + 2II[w℄ + 3III[w℄where 1; 2; 3 are onstants depending only on A andI[w℄ = 4 Z jCj2wdv � �Z jCj2dv� log �Z e4wdvII[w℄ = hPw;wi+ 4 Z Qwdv � �Z Qdv� log �Z e4wdv;III[w℄ = 12�Y (w)� 13 Z (4R) wdv� ;11



where C is the Weyl tensor, and Y (w) = R ��(ew)ew �2� 13 R R jrwj2:We also remarkthat the funtional III[w℄ [BCY℄ may be written asIII[w℄ = 13 �Z R2w dvw � Z R2 dv�so that when the bakground metri is assumed to be the Yamabe metri in apositive onformal lass, the funtional III is non-negative.In [BCY℄ we made two observations. The �rst is that on the standard 4-sphere(S4; g), the funtional F [w℄ for the onformal Laplaian L (and Dira square =r2) isextremized in a strong way, that eah term II[w℄ and III[w℄ are extremized by thestandard metri gw = g0. For III[w℄ this is a onsequene of Obata's result ([Ob℄)that the onstant salar urvature onformal metris on S4 are standard. For thefuntional II[w℄, this is a onsequene of Bekner's [B℄ inequality whih is valid forall dimensions, (see the disussion in setion 2). The seond observation is thatthe funtional F [w℄ enjoys ertain ompatness properties for the operators L and=r2 for most ompat loally symmetri Einstein 4-manifolds. The basi analytiinequality required is Adam's inequality [A℄.In [CY-3℄, we ontinue the study of the log-determinant formula (4.2) on general4-manifolds. We then extend the ompatness riteria to a more general lass of4-manifolds. We de�ne the onformal invariant:kd = �1 Z jCj2dv � 2 Z Qdv= (�2) 4�2�(M) + �28 � 1� Z jCj2dv(4.3)Theorem 4.1. If the funtional F satis�es 2 < 0; 3 < 0, and kd < (�2)8�2,then supw2W 2;2 F [w℄ is attained by some funtion wd and the metri gd = e2wdg0satis�es the equation(4.4) 1 jCdj2 + 2Qd � 34dRd = �kd �Vol(gd)�1:Further, all funtions ' 2W 2;2 satisfy the inequality:(4.5) kd log �Z e4('� ~')dvd � (�2) hP'; 'i � 123Yd('):where ~' denotes the mean value of ' with respet to the metri gd, and �R denotes1vol(M;gd) RM dvd.In partiular for the operator L and =r2, we obtain existene results for extremalmetris of the orresponding log-determinant funtional. Thus for a large lass ofonformal 4-manifolds, we have the existene of several extremal metris in additionto the Yamabe metri. It is an interesting problem to study the relation among thesemetris. For example, we found in [BCY℄ that on S4 all these extremal metrisoinide; while on S3 � S1 with the standard metri, we found in [CY-3℄, [CGY-1℄depending on the parameter t of S1, gd and the Yamabe metri may not agree. Inorder to identify these extremal metris in speial irumstanes, we provide someuniqueness result: 12



Theorem 4.2. If kd � 0, the extremal metri gd for the funtional F orrespond-ing to the onformal Laplaian operator L is unique.This uniqueness assertion is obtained as onsequene of the onvexity of theorresponding funtionals. Applying the uniqueness result, we were able to identifysome of the extremal metris with known metri in speial irumstanes.We remark that, the extremal funtion !d in Theorem 4.1, 4.2, when �rst es-tablished in [CY-3℄, are funtions in W 2;2 and satisfying the equation (4.4) weaklyin W 2;2. If we re-write the equation (4.4) expressing jCdj2, Qd, �dRd all in termsof the bakground metri g (with gd = e2!dg), then ! = !d satis�es the followingequation(4.6) ��! = 1jr!j4 + 2(�!)2 + 3�!jr!j2 + lower order termsfor some onstants 1, 2, 3 depending only on 1, 2, 3. Equation equation (4.6)should be ompared to the equation (3.7) in setion 3.In a reent joint work [CGY-2℄ with M. Gursky and P. Yang, we established ageneral regularity result for weakW 2;2 solution of equation (4.6) on general ompat4-manifolds. A speial ase of our result is the following theorem:Theorem 4.3. Let F [!℄ be as in Theorem 4.1, then sup!2!2;2 F [!℄, when attained,is a smooth funtion.Main idea in the proof of Theorem 4.3 follows the same line as the regularityresult for harmoni maps in Shoen-Uhlenbek [SU℄. The property of the maximalsolution of F [!℄ is used in some ruial way whih enable us to ompare F [!℄ withF [h℄; where h is a bi-harmoni extension of the boundary value of ! when restritedto a geodesi ball Br. Some very basi properties for bi-harmoni funtions areestablished to estimate the growth of E4[!℄ on Br. We will mention below a fewsuh properties.For simpliity, we denote Br as a ball of radius r in R4 . For a given funtion! 2W 2;2(B2r) let h be the solution of the linear equation:8><>: ��h = 0 on Brh = ! on �Br�h�n = �!�n on �BrLemma 4.4. (i) RBr jhj2 � Cr R�Br jr2!j2, for some onstant C.(ii) Suppose !j�Br is Holder of order �, and � = �!�n is in Lp(�Br) for somep > 3, than h is Holder of order � � min(; 1� 3=p) on Br.Apply Lemma 4.4, one an prove that the extremal funtion ! of the funtionalF [!℄ is Holder ontinuous. From there, one an apply some iterative arguments toshow that all week W 2;2 solutions of (4.6) whih are Holder ontinuous are in fatC1 smooth. It remains open whether all ritial solution of the funtional F [!℄ aresmooth. It is also interesting to study the equation (4.6) on domains of dimension� 5. 13



In another diretion, reently M. Gursky [Gu-1℄ gave some beautiful appliationsof the extremal metri of the log-determinant funtional F [!℄ in Theorem 4.1 andTheorem 4.3 above to haraterize ertain lass of ompat 4-manifolds. To statehis results, we will �rst make some de�nitions. On a ompat manifold (Mn; g),de�ne the Yamabe invariant of g as(4.7) Y (g) = infg!=e2!gvol(g!)�n�2n Z Rg!dvg! :By the work of Yamabe, Trudinger, Aubin and Shoen mentioned in setion 1,every ompat manifold Mn admits a metri g! onformal to g whih ahievesY (g), hene g! has onstant salar urvature. We say (Mn; g) is of positive salarlass if Y (g) > 0.On ompat 4-manifolds, both Y (g) and R Qgdvg are onformal invariants. Thefollowing result of Gursky [Gu-1℄ indiates that these two onformal invariants on-strain the topologial type of M4.Theorem 4.4. Suppose (M4; g) is a ompat manifold with Y (g) > 0,(i) If R Qgdvg > 0, then M admits no non-zero harmoni 1-forms. In partiular,the �rst Betti number of M vanishes.(ii) If R Qgdvg = 0, and if M admits a non-zero harmoni 1-form, then (M; g) isonformal equivalent to a quotient of the produt spae S3�R. In partiular (M; g)is loally onformally at.As a orollary of part (ii) of Theorem 4.4, one an haraterize quotient of theprodut spae S3�R as ompat, loally onformally at 4-manifold with Y (g) > 0and �(M) = 0.A ruial step in the proof of theorem above is to prove that for suitable hoieof 1, 2, 3, the extremal metri gd for the log-determinant funtional F [!℄ existsand is unique. Furthermore under the assumption Y (g) > 0, one has Rgd > 0; ifY (g) = 0 then Rgd � 0. In the ase R Qgdvg = 0, existene of non-zero harmoni1-form atually indiates that Rgd � positive onstant. Gursky's proof is highlyingenious.Using similar ideas, Gursky [Gu-2℄ has also applied above line of reasoning to thestudy of Kahler-Einstein surfaes. Suppose M4 is ompat, 4-manifold in the posi-tive slar lass whih also admits non-zero self-dual harmoni 2-form, he establisheda lower bound for the Weyl funtional RM jCj2dV over all non-negative onformallasses on M4 and proved that the bound is attained preisely at the onformallasses of Kahler-Einstein metris.x5. P3 { a boundary operatorIn the previous setions, we have disussed the behavior of the Laplaian and thePaneitz operator P4 on funtions de�ned on ompat manifolds without boundary.It turns out, assoiated with these operators, there also exist some natural boundaryoperators for funtions de�ned on the boundary of ompat manifolds. We will now14



briey desribe suh operators on boundary ofMn for n = 2 and n = 4. Most of thematerial desribed in this setion is ontained in the joint work of Jie Qing with theauthor [CQ-1℄, [CQ-2℄ and [CQ-3℄. The reader is also referred to the leture notes[C-2℄ for a more detailed desription of suh operators derived in onjuntion withthe generalized formula [BO℄ [BCY℄ [CY℄ of Polyakov-Alvarez [Po℄, [Al℄, [Ok℄ of zetafuntional determinant for 4-manifolds with boundary. We start with terminology.On ompat manifold (Mn; g) with boundary, we say a pair of operators (A;B)satisfy the onformal assumptions if:Conformal Assumptions. Both A and B are onformally ovariant of bidegree(a1; a2) and (b1; b2) in the following senseAw(f) = e�a1!A(ea2!f)Bw(g) = e�b1!B(eb2!g);for any f 2 C1(M); g 2 C1(�M). Assume also thatB(ea2!g) = 0 if and only if Bw(g) = 0;for any ! 2 C1( �M), where Aw, Bw denote the operator A, B respetively withrespet to the onformal metri gw = e2wg.Examples: The typial examples of pairs (A;B) whih satisfy all three assump-tions above are:(i) when n = 2, A = ��; B = ��n (negative of) the Laplaian operator and theNeumann operator respetively.(ii) when n � 3, A = L = � 4(n�1)n�2 � + R the onformal Laplaian of bidegree(n+22 ; n�22 ), and R is the salar urvature, and B is either the Dirihlet boundaryondition or B = R = 2(n�1)n�2 ��n + H the Robin operator of bidegree (n2 ; n�22 ),where H is the trae of the seond fundamental form (the mean urvature) of theboundary �M .(iii) when n = 4, in [CQ-1℄ we have disovered a boundary operator P3 onformalof bidegree (0,3) on the boundary of a ompat 4-manifold. On 4-manifolds, (P4; P3)is a pair of operators satisfying the onformal ovariant assumptions, whih in thesense we shall desribe below, is a natural analogue of the pair of operators (��; ��n )de�ned on ompat surfaes.As we have mentioned before, on ompat surfaes, from the point of view ofonformal geometry, a natural urvature invariant assoiated with the Laplaianoperator is the Gaussian urvature K. K enters the Gauss-Bonnet formula (1:3)a.The Laplaian operator andK are related by the di�erential equation (1:1)a throughthe onformal hange of metris gw = e2wg.On ompat surfae M with boundary, the Gauss-Bonnet formula takes the form(5.1) 2��(M) = ZM Kdv + I�M kd�;15



where k denotes the geodesi urvature of �M and d� the ar length measure on�M . Through onformal hange of metri gw = e2wg for w de�ned on �M , theNeumann operator ��n is related to the geodesi urvature k via the di�erentialequation(5.2) ��w�n + kwew = k on �M:Equation (1:1)a and (5.2) suggest that we searh for the right pair of urvaturefuntions and their orresponding di�erential operators through the Gauss-Bonnetformula. Reall that on 4-manifolds, Paneitz operator P4 and the 4-th order urva-ture operator Q are related via the equation (1:1)b. It turns out that on 4-manifoldsthere also exists a boundary loal invariant of order 3 and a onformal ovariantoperator P3 of bidegree (0; 3), the relation of (Q; T ) to (P4; P3) on 4-manifolds isparallel to that of (K; k) to (�; ��n ) on ompat surfaes. The expression of P3 andT on general ompat 4-manifolds , like that of P4, are quite ompliated but anbe expliitly written down in terms of geometri intrinsi quantities as in [CQ-1℄.[CQ-2℄. In partiular, via the onformal hange of metris gw = e2wg, P3 and Tsatis�es the equation:(5.3) �P3w + Twe3w = T on �M;and(5.4) (P3)w = e�3wP3 on �M:Perhaps the best way to understand how T and P3 were disovered in [CQ-2℄ isvia the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula for 4-manifolds with boundary:(5.5) �(M) = (32�2)�1 ZM (jCj2 + 4Q)dx+ (4�2)�1 I�M (T � L4 � L5)dy;where L4 and L5 are boundary invariant of order 3 whih are invariant underonformal hange of metris. Hene for a �xed onformal lass of metris,12 ZM Qdv + I�M Tdsis a �xed onstant. We would like to remark that in the original Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula T is not exatly the term as we have de�ned in [CQ-2℄ , atually itdi�ers from T by 13 ~�H, whih does not a�et the integration formula (5.5).Thus on 4-manifolds with boundary it is natural to study the energy funtional(5.6) E[w℄ = 14 Z wP4w + 12 Z wQ+ 12 I�M wP3w + I�M wT:16



In view of the ompliated expressions of the operators P4, P3, Q and T , at thismoment it is diÆulty to study the funtional E[w℄ de�ned as above on generalompat manifolds. But in the speial ase of (B4; S3) with the standard metris,we have(5.7) P4 = (�)2; P3 = 12N�+ ~�N + ~� and Q = 0; and T = 3;where ~� denotes the the Laplaian operator � on (S3; g). Thus the expressionin E[w℄ beomes relatively simple. In this speial ase, we are able to study thefuntional E[w℄. The main analyti tool is the following sharp inequality of Lebedev-Milin type on (B4; S3).Theorem 5.1. Suppose w 2 C1( �B4). Then(5.8)log� 12�2 IS3 e3(w� �w)dy� � 34�2 �14 ZB4 w�2w + IS3 12wP3w � 14 �w�n + 14 �2w�n2 � ;under the boundary assumptions RS3 � [w℄ds[w℄ = 0 where � is the salar urvatureof S3. Moreover the equality holds if and only if e2wg on B4 is isometri to theanonial metri g.The key step in the proof of theorem is the following analyti lemma.Lemma 5.2. Suppose w solves8><>: �2w = 0 in R4w jS3= u�w�n jS3= �;then �w�����B4 = 2~�u+ 2n(� ~� + 1) 12 + 1o�(5.9) � ��n�w�����B4 = 2P3u+ 2~�u� 2 ~��(5.10)where P3 = (� ~� + 1) 12 (� ~�) is the same as the P3 operator de�ned on S3 as insetion 2.We would also like to remark that the seond term in (5.9) above, i.e. the termn(� ~� + 1) 12 + 1o is the Dirihlet to Neumann operator on (B4; S3).We an get the following result as a diret orollary of Lemma 5.2.Corollary. On B4, P3(w) = P3(w) on �B4;17
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